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Longley addresses
students tonight
Governor James B. Longley will speak
tonight at the Student Senate meeting in
137 Bennett Hall.
The university
community has been ins ited to atsend.
According to Jeanne Bailey, Student
Senate
President. the senate
had
previously assumed Longley would answer
questions and remain at the meeting for its
two-hour duration. but now she is unsure.
"He'll anise here at about tv.10, just
before the meeting.- said Bailey. "But
now we hear he has engagements soon
after that, and he may leave after only an
hour ••
v.ould be a shame if he left after only
one hour.- she said. "There are so many
questions to ask. it wouldn't be fair to
either him or the students
1 he senate had also hoped for a press
conference to follow the gos ernor•s speech.
hut the time factor may also dampen that
hope Bailey said Longley may choose not
to answet any questions. but read a
prepared statement, instead
I he senate president added she would
try !o reach the governor's office luesday
morning to extend the isit and Mork out
details if the speech
All seats for the *Armor's meeting are
on a first-come-first-sersed basis. The hall
seats under 14.X.1 people. so students haYe
been advised to arrive earls.
WMFB-FM v.111 carry the speech on the
campus radio station beginning at 630.
with a short analysis of longley's remarks
following his departure.
tongley is expected to speak on the
topics of his budget proposal for the
university system and on a hill currently
pending before the legislature which would
place a student representatise on the
Board of Trustees
I he goy ernor's %Aso resulted from a
request by senate Vice President Mark
Hopkins that longley present his side of
the issue of university budget cuts The
goyernor's office had called Hopkins in
reference ti
the so-called "Longley
Dollars.- v. hich were printed bY the
Student Senate as part of a campaign to
raise student awareness of the implications
of a %%keeping reduction in funding

1 he governor.% wet-elan confirmed the
yisit. but did not. apparently, confirm the
tormat of the meeting. which Hopkins
assumed would be of the question-and-answer type, as the Campus reported Friday.
ongles raised the ire of some members
of
the
Super-University
when
he
announced a budget proposal for the
umyersity system which not only reduced
the requested increases, but reduced its
actual operating budget
He has also asked for the resignations of
all members of the university's Board of
Trustees

Med school gets
advisory board
A citizens. advisory council has been
named to assist the planning of the
proposed. University of Maine School of
Medicine. Dr. Alan M. Elkins announced
in a Portland news conference last week
Elkins. chief of psychiatry. at Maine
Medical Center in Portland. was appointed
to chair the group last July by the
university's Board of Trustees.
The new Medical Advisory Council to the
School of Mc.dicine. was selected by
Elkins. Acting Chancellor Stanley L
Freeman. Jr.. and Dr Robert W Coon,
Assistant Chancellor for Health Science
Education The membership. according to
Elkins. was selected to be ''broadly
representatiye of health provider interests
in the state. knowledgeable members of
the general public and a wide geographic
The 31 council members include 1 physicians, h representatives of other
health care professions such as nursing
and dentistry
lay citizens and the
president of one I'M campus.
Elkins said he expects the council to
meet three or four times a Near. He
stressed that the activities of the group will
he limited until the 10th
Maine
legislature gives the go-ahead for the
establishment of a School of Medicine.. ,

Campus tests planned

Radar unit considered
Director of Police and Safety Alan 6
Rey nolds confirmed Monday that UMO
police are considering the purchase, or
rental, of a speed monitoring radar unit.
The unit. which will be a portable type
carried by a foot patrolman, could cost the
department $1000. if purchased.
Reynolds cited the protection of
pedestrians on campus as the main reason
the department is considering radar
He said test conducted during the past
six months with the Orono police
department's radar unit showed that
excessive speeds. in the 35-50 m.p.h.
range, were common on campus.
"Our purpose.- he stated. "is to protect
the pedestrian who might step out in front
of one of these cars."

He envisioned the radar being used in
the following manner. A foot patrolman.
earning the unit along a street would
register the speed of a passing vehicle. If
he determined the speed to be excessive,
he would radio ahead to a patrol car in the
vicinity. The car would then stop the
yehicle and take the appropriate action.
The police director was quick to add.
however, "we don't envision this as a tool
with which to make traffic pinches.Reynolds also said police will be testing
several different radar units on campus in
the next few weeks. This he stated, was
evidence the department is not vet
committed to radar use.
The main athantage of the pot-table unit,
Reynolds said, is it can be used on any
street. not just on a long straight stretch of
road.
'-

Governor James B. Longley

Eightfaculty awards
to be made this spring
Fight campus-wide faculty awards,
funded by a federal grant, will be
presented this year. Each award will be for
lice hundred dollars to be joy en to facults.
members that
both
students
and
colleague!, feel have superior teaching
ability.
Jon I. Young. chairman of the Seminar
on Faculty Teaching (SOFT arranged for
the grant, which may he renewable for
three years. He noted these awards have
nothing to do with the Distinguished
Professor Award According to Young. the
awards will be based on teaching and not
on research or committee inyolsement.
"The awards will be gisen to those people
who are dedicated to teaching... he added.
There will be an award in eight areas
including physical sciences, biological
sciences, social sciences, humanities,
education two-year programs, undergraduate and graduate. Young noted a faculty
member can not receive more than one
award each year. even though he may he
nominated in more than one area.
Nominations will be made during March
by students, faculty and alumni to the past
two years. Letters with nomination forms
will be distributed next week. A person
nominating a faculty member must write a
summary on why that particular person
should receive the award
A committee of lb faculty members and
eight students will make the final choice
These decisions will he made in April and
the awards will be presented at the honors
banquet or commencement exercises The
faculty members receiving the awards this
year will serve on the selection committee
next year. Thus, no faculty member will be
able to receive the award two years in a
row, Young explained.

Young is hoping for a big response from
students "They are the consumers of the
product and can tell better than anyone'
else who the better teachers are
He said by using these awards it will
emphasize that teaching is Yaluable

Freeman wont seek
chancellor position
Acting Chancellor Stanley L. Freeman.
Jr.. has announced he will not be a
candidate for the position of chancellor.
Freeman, who filled the vacancy left last
semester by former chancellor Donald
McNeil. issued the statement in response
to an inquiry made last week by the Search
Committee in charge of finding McNeil's
replacement.
"The decision has been reached after
serious consideration... said Freeman. (
"I
believe that the nature of the chancellor's
position would not allow me to work in
depth on a limited number of protects at
any one time which is the condition under
which I believe I make my hest contribution
and find the greatest personal satisfacFreeman, who has seryed for 23 years
within the University of Maine system said
he will continue his commitment to the
institution and added his decision about
the candidacy "is based entirely on my
slew of the continuing requirements of the
position and not a response to any current
problems which the University is facing"
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UMOSG shuns PIRG funding edict
The University of Maine Organuation cii
Student Gosernments iUMOSG) soted
Saturday to leave up to each campus the
decision to keep or reject the PIRG Iuhlk
Interest
Research
Group) negatise
check-off funding procedure
Too previous votes on Frith's had
affirmed UMOSCs rejection of the

negatise check-off SN Stem as a method of
funding PIRG on each campus.
I he negative check-off system in effect
since 1971. gives students, the right to
contribute a dollar to PIRG hs leasing
blank a check off box on their tuition hill
UMO Student Senate President Jeanne
Balks. this campus' UMOSG representa-

what's on
T1T5D.4Y. .44.4RCH 4
FROSH BASKETBALL-Me. vs.
MCI. Memorial Gym. 5:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL —with
Farmington, Lengyel Gym. 6 p.m.
MCA
ministry.
WORSHIP-and
Center. 630 p.m
BRIDGE-Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
CAREER ALTERNATIVES NIGHTin human deselopment. 15 B Merrill
Hall. p.m.. sponsored by Omicron
Nu.
MEMORIAL UNION TOPICS-Cetil
Brown will speak on "Feeding the
World's Population.- Bangor Room.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m
MEN'S BASK ETBALL-oith Ma'.
sachusetts. Memorial Gym
p.m.

WEDNESDAY'. MARCH 5
Elections-of undergraduate business administration officers. Memorial Union. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

DISCUSSION "Work and Its Discontents--a Showing and Discussion
of Loose Bolts.'' film to be shown in
140 Little Hall. 3 p.m.
MCA AGAPE MEAL-and reflec
lion, MCA Center. 6 p.m
HORSEMEN'S CLUB--100 Jenness
Hall, 6:30 p.m
UMO CHESS CLUB-Bumps Room.
Memorial Union, p m
LECTURE-" Meditation Liberation
of Self and Sers ice to Humano‘
Stes ens Hall. Rm 365.sponsored hs
p m.
Ananda Marga.
THURSDAY. MARCH 0
,.day through Saturday -Women's
Basketball Eastern Regionals.
Southern Connecticut. Lengyel Gym
MEETING-Maine Civil Liberties
Union. South Lown Room, Memorial
Union. 12 noon. Bring your own
lunch.
MINI-WORKSHOP-Bud Folger will
speak on "Flying Clubs and Flight
Instruction." Damn Yankee Room.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.

five. brought the proposal up for
reconsideration Saturday morning when
informal discussions, after the Friday
meeting, revealed most senators were
dissatisfied with the final sote.
"1 didn't ferl there o as a mandate either
was.- said Hades. "so I brought it up
Saturdas morning We came up oith a way
to allo
ampus autonomy oithout
stepping on anybods's toes.Bade% added there had been no
argument os er the phtlostiph s or objectives
of PIRG; the onls disagreement stemmed
from PIRG's funding methods.
In other action. UMOSG voted to send a
representative
to the
newly -formed
Governor's Ads isor Committee on the
University of Maine. hut not without some
disagreement &Act that committee's
objectives. Though it elected Pam Kelley.
of the University of Maine at Augusta. to
the adyisory group. UMOSG sent a
resolution to Gov. Longtey protesting his
motisations for forming the group. Gov.
I ongles appointed the advisory committee
to replace members of the University's
Board of Trustees who were asked to
resign last month.
"We support the Board of Trustees as
the\ exist nov. " said Bailey. speaking of
thc
UMOSG passed. "And we
oppose any organization which exists solely
to replace, en masse, the trustees."
"UMOSG helieses the existence of an
advisory group to aid the gosernor in
nominations to the Board of Trustees is a
worthy. idea.•• said Bailey. "when in the
case of an unsolicited resignation or
expiration of term."
The group also decided to take only
philosophical stands on Longley's UM
budget proposals and to let each campus
deal with specific actions in its own way.
UMOSG suggested campus represents.

tses hold discussions with area legislators
and the public to determine public
attitudes and possible actions which might
be taken.
The chancellor's office has informed
UMOSG it will fund only two more of
UMOSG's meetings between no and July
1. Bailey interprets this as mainls a
cost-cutting mine, but she added UMOSG
will meet as mans times as is necessary but
will not request funding from the
chancellor's office for the additional
meetings.
UMOSG appropriated "up to 111000- to
send at least three delegates to the
National Student Lobby in Washington,
D.C.. April II 15.

Fraternities hit
capacity level
Fraternits membership at the Orono
campus of the University of Maine is on the
rise, according to William [tics, dean of
student actisites and organizations.
The "00 students currently lising in
fraternities bring the occupant capacity to
oser 100% in several of the 17 houses on
campus.
Reasons for the rising fraternity
popularity include lower cost for those
students looking for the same advantages
of dormitory hying at a sits lags up to S300.
The rate for dorm occupancy ranges
between $12.50 to $1400 per year.
Fraternity rates average between S1100
and $1200.
Lucy said fraternity membership has
increased by 100 students during 1474-75
and is expected to climb higher over the
next school year.

Getting it from the horse's mouth
Well, tonight Orono students can get it
straight from the horse's mouth. Direct
Gov James B. Longley has graciously
consented to address the General Student Senate
meeting and whoever else takes the time to show
up He has said he will talk about his by now
well-known budget recommendation for the
university, and also on the possibility of his
appointing a student to the i"M Board of
Trustees.
Although we have vehemently opposed the
governors UM budget proposal in the past, and
will continue to do so, we find it heartening that
Longley has agreed to confront studetns here
with his ideas. We hope that the governor does
more than expound his personal philosophies.
and does some heavy listening. too, while he's
here. No doubt students will have a great deal to
say, judging from the letters and comments
we've had.
Above all, we'd like to see a big student
turnout at the meeting Whether you're in favor
of the governor's recommendations or not, it's
important that the governor know that we care
about the university and its fate. Of course.
student activism isn't exactly running rampant
here. but that doesn't mean that nobody cares,
or that most students are totally apathetic toward
what's been going on.
There are a lot of questions we could ask the
governor. But the first and foremost in our minds
is, what happened to his statement that his
recommendation would be "substantially
higher- than a $619,000 increase in the
university's budget? This question has irked us
for quite some time, and Longley has not yet
answered it All we know is on one day he said
his recommendation for the university budget

would constitute an Increase of over $619,000 for
next year, and eight days later he announced his
state budget plan containing an actual decrease
in the PM budget proposal. What gives?
During those eight days, we have been told, no
university offical had any contact with the
governor or his budget planning ehhIL eimost
sounds like an arbitrary decides.
really like to know how the university budget
figures were arnved at.

Maine Campus

EDITORIAL)

And there are many more important
questions. Take, for instance, his call for the
trustees to resign. Sure, he had promised to do
this during the November campaign. but he
never really was specific about his reasoning for
the move. When he made the call a couple of
weeks ago, he merely stated that it would be in
the best interests of students and taxpayers. But
why? What is the direction that he wants the
university to take that it is not presently taking,
other than operating at a smaller expense to the
state?
There have been rumors, and a lot of
speculation, that Longley would like to see the
Super-U system dissolved, or at least weaken the
smaller campuses, putting more emphasis and
money into Orono. Though we are not ready to
totally accept this theory, his recent nomination
of former UMO President Winthrop C. Libby as
an appointee to the Board of Trustees would
support the contention. But. Libby, we believe,
is far and away above participating in any kind of

plan to dismantle the Super-U. regardless of the
good effects it might have here at Orono.
At any rate, we hope all UMO students will
attune themselves to what the governor does say
while he's here. It should be interesting. And if
Bennett hall gets as crowded as is expected, we
hope that anyone that finds themself milling
around outside without a chance of getting in will
go home and listen to the live broadcast that
WMEB will be doing.
It Just may be one of the most important events
for the future of the university that will occur this
year
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The Maine Campos is a semi-weekly journal of neves
arts, and opinion published Tuesdays and Fridays by the
students of the University of Maine at Orono Editorial
and business offices are located in 106 Lord Hall on the
Orono campus Telephone t 2071581-7531.
Mail subscriptions within the continental Untied States
are S9 per sear or SS per semester Distribution to
designated pick-up points on the Orono and Bangor
campuses is free.
Letters to the editor should be addressed to: Editor
Mabee Campos 106 Lord Hall. Unnerstty of Maine.
Orono, Maine 04473 Please limit all letters to SOO words
or less The Campos rewrses the right to edit all
letters Please %Igo your name and address. althougt.
they will be wythneld ciii request.Unsigned Irtters will not
be published.
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Swimmers travel to Brown for tough New England's
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The UMO varsity swim team, coming off
a satisfying win over Bowdoin College.
heads south to Providence, Rhode Island
for the three-day New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association Championships at Brown University.
In running down the top teams:
Springfield. last year's champ, has Tim
Allen, a fine freestyle sprinter, and
distance freestyler Paul Van RS n.
Newcomer Dave McCombs has won some
big races in the backstroke. The Chiefs
also have excellent depth and this factor
took them to the Championship last year.

Williams, with outstanding butterflyer
Bruce Barclay and backstroker Scott
Shumacker. may be the meet favorite,
They also have top notch sprinters in Phil
Wild and Stu Deans.
Bowdoin is strong in the backstroke with
last year's 100-backstroke champ Dave
Thurber who is also a highly touted
individual medley swimmer. Rick Rendall
heads a talented group of freestyle
sprinters. Jeff McBride can score highly in
the freestyle events from 200 yds. up.
UConn. the team which Maine must
finish above to take the Yankee Conference
title, possesses depth as does Springfield.

Rick Lewis is a versatile freestyler who could conceivably place one-two in both
should score well. Jay Cilfone is a top diving events, and Tim Babcock will carry
swimmer in the freestyle sprints, while the team in the distance freestyle events.
Gary Beak will be among the top finishers
in the individual medley. In Bruce Sweet
In the meet, the first twelve places score
they have a consistent diver who won the
team points. This helps teams such as
1 -meter diving last year.
Maine's strengths will lie in the Brown. Springfield, and UConn because
they have talented swimmers and a lot of
versatility of Tom Clark and Ralph Turner.
Kevin Reader, last year's 200-freestyle them. Maine has the talented swimmers
champ. will be at the top in the freestyle but only has a twenty-man team. These
events. Jay Donovan has clocked the other teams have from twenty-five to thirty
second fastest 200-backstroke time of the swimmers. The meet begins Thursday
Year of all swimmers at the New evening and concludes on Saturday
England's. Roy Warren and Rolf Olsen afternoon

`Superfan'Pete Crane retires after 30 years at UMO
Walter "Pete" Crane of Brewer--"Superfan" -retired February 28 after serving
the UMO athletic department in varying
capacities for more than 30 years.
He'll be missed by hundreds of athletes,
coaches, administrators
and
fellow
workers-but only until the next home
athletic contest. Because. as UMO's
"Superfan" of the past three decades.
Pete will be back on campus to cheer on his
favonte
people-the
Black
Bear
intercollegiate athletes.
Pete's love affair with the university's
Orono campus started back in 1444 when
as a bus driver for the Maine Central
Railroad he hauled various UMO athletic
teams on trips to areas in New England and
even down the Eastern Seabord.
He drove the bus for 15 years and then
decided to get even closer to the
university's athletic program and joined
the athletic department staff as a
groundskeeper in charge of maintaining
the school's athletic fields in 145'.
In the lh years since 1957 Pete has been
an equipment room manager. has been in
charge of setting up for home basketball
games. has been a basketball scoreboard
keeper. has operated the baseball
scoreboard, has driven the football
equipment truck and limousine, has
officiated at track meets and has even been
an aid to the late UMO trainer Stan
Wallace during the football seasons.
But it has been as an athletic fan that

Pete has won the hearts of the many
athletes and coaches who have passed
through the UMO facilities in the past 30
years.
This enthusiastic spirit has been caught
on film. It happened in one of Maine's
most exciting football games--the 1965
encounter between the Bears and
Youngstown University.
The Bears.
behind at halftime by a 22-7 score, came
back to win the game. 28-22. in the final
minutes on an option pass completion from
Frank Harney to Norm Tardiff
The game films show Tardiff gathering
in the pass and racing down the sidlines
with a spectator matching him stride for
stride. As Tardiff crossed the goalline he
leaped into the air--and came down in Pete
Crane's arms.
As exciting as that game was, a couple of
other historic moments live more brightly
in Pete•s mind. They include Maine's
Cinderella march to the College World
Series in baseball in 1904 and the Maine
football upset over Connecticut this past
season. "-0.
The one player he can pick out of all the
others during his tenure at Orono is
probably one of the smallest. He is Wayne
Champeon who Pete describes as "always
my boy and pound for pound the greatest
athlete I ever saw. both in football and
basketball." Champeon. now at Folcroft.
measured onl 5' 8" and 148 pounds as a
collegiate player.

if the

And perhaps the most humorous
moment Pete can remember involves
former UMO baseball coach Jack
Butterfield, now
at South
Florida
University.
"I was driving the team bus on a
southern trip and we had a practice session
at Yale when Jack got his in the mouth with
a baseball and it loosened a partial plate in
his mouth. The next day we were playing at
Columbia and a close call at third base
went against Maine. Jack raced onto the
field, let out a roar and his partial plate
went halfway up the third base line."
"Our bench was stunned for a moment
but finally someone snickered and the
Maine team erupted.- sass Pete.
In 1966 Pete was rewarded for that
devotion and loyalty to UMO with a

coveted Black Bear Award. "I remember I
sat between the Governor and the
university's president and I was so nervous
I couldn't eat my lobster stew." said Pete.
A devout fisherman. Pet will spend
retirement time seeking "the big one" and
doing some work around his cottage at
Beech Hill Pond.
But when it's time for that next UMO
athletic contest, don't be surprised if you
find Pete working the scoreboard or clock
or just rooting on the sidelines.
Typical of "Superfan's" interest in
athletes was the way he ended this
interview. "I've got to go now," he said,' 1
want to see this high school basketball
player who's workingout with his team in
our gym
24 Hr. Yet 11.27 3150
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ALASKAN PIPELINE! 10.13Q0 to
15,000 workers needed this
summer This report examines
lob opportunities, working conJitions, livina costs and weather
information. Also, complete list
of contractors and subcontractors
Send $3 to: EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, Box
13721 New Orleans, LA. 70185
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COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE - Needed to sell
brand name stereo components
to students at lowest prices. Hi
commission.
NO
investment
required
Serious inquiries
ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS,
INC., 20 Passaic Ave., Fairfield,
N.J. (MAX)
Jerry uiamona
201-227-6814
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OVERSEAS JOBS - Australia,
Europe, S America, Africe
Students. all professions and
occupations $700 to $3,000
monthly
Expenses
paid,
overtime, sightseeing.
Free
information.
TRANSWORI D
RESEARCH CO , Dept J3, P 0
Box 603, Corte Madera CA
94925

SUMMER IN EUROPE Uni-Travel Charters at less than '2 reg
economy fare 65 day advance
payment required U.S. Gov't
approved TWA-Pan Am Transavia 707s
toll
Call
free
1-800-325-4867
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Arm wrestlers ply
to benefit CARE
VOL
by Laura Simko
As the announcer read the pair of names
the opponents approached the table in the
center of "The Pit ". Taking a seat they
gazed at each other and shook hands. The
rules were briefly explained for the final
time. The hands, chalked to assure a tight
grip. grasped. each part of the body
correctly placed. The judge gave the
signal, and a match of strength was on.
Spectators in the stands shouted "keep
your feet on the floor" and "keep your
seat".
Over tiO contestants participated in the
first UMO arm wrestling tournament
Saturday in thy Memorial Gym. The event
was sponsored by the Student Activities
Office and Alpha Phi Omega. service
fraternity. Philip Benway. APO chairman
of the event said all the money received
will be sent to CARE. Expenses incurred
by the tournament will be shared by APO
and the Student Activites office.
The double-elimination contest was
set-up on international rules of hand
wrestling. The breaking of one of these
rules, intentionally. or not. as the basis for
the elimination of many contestants. The
rules required the opponents to remain
seated at all times with feet flat on the floor
Legs could not be braced against the table
and elbows had to stay on the pad
provided.
Each contestant was weighed in and
classified according to weight. In the
women's class, 110 pounds and under.

Agency locates
research funds
This past fiscal year over S3 million was
brought to Orono by- a little-known
department. the Sponsored Programs
Division.
The division assists faculty and staff in
financing research projects by. acting as a
••go-hetween" for those seeking financial
aid from federal agencies. private
foundations, and state agencies. A major
part of the divisions' function is to inform
professors of services available to them
and to process applications to the funding
agencies.

Linda Daniels proved to be the strongest
with Mary Billings second. Cynthia Gerrish
won the 131-pounds-and-over women's
class. Luanne Peters was second.
Winners in the men's division were:
Lightweight; David Rocque, first, George
Varce. second: Medium Weight, Robert
Thurston first. Greg Leckey, second; Light
Heasyweight. Jack Bolster first. James
Simeoni second. and Super Heavyweight.
Scott Shulman first, Ed Benley second.
The esent was judged by John Davis.
Assistant judges were APO brothers Raney.
Benner. Eisen Bradstreet. Dwight Corning.
Phil Emery and Mark Foster.
Trophies and ribbons were presented to
the winners Door prizes were also
awarded to contestants. Finalists now hay e
the opportunity to wrestle at the
Thomaston State Prison, which provided
the wrestling table.
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Medical school hearing approaches
b! Rod Franzhas
Amid the charges and countercharges.
the demanded mass resignation of the
Board of Trustees and the furor mer a
reduced university budget, the proposed
Maine Medical School i L.D. 773) is
scheduled for legislative hearing March 18.
Sen. Minette H. Cummings. sponsor of
L.D. 773, will meet Acting Chancellor
Stanley L. Freeman, Jr.. Assistant
Chancellor for Health Science Education
Robert W. Coon.. M.D.. and Robert L.
Ohler. an Augusta doctor. next week to
plan a strategy for the hearing.
The Newport republican said. "It is still
pretty much in the embryonic stage. but I
don't think ft has much of a chance."
She added. "Longley is going to veto it
and I don't think I am going to be able to
gather up the two thirds vote to ovemdc
it."
Cummings claimed. "Its opponents.
including Sen. Katz. think the bill is a foot
in the door " She explained that although
the proposal doesn't include plans for new
buildings, the legislators think they may
amount es entuallv to more expenses. First
the school would be enlarged to better
utilize existing facilities.
Then the
enlarged student body would be an excuse
to build new dormitories.
Sen. Bennett D. Katz. chairman of the
Joint Legislative Committee on Education.
stated. "This is not the most beneficial
time to introduce a new program. when we
are having troubles funding the ones we
already have." but added ••I hase not
participated in any group to defeat it."
The Augusta Republican referred to
our sister state. Vermont" which. he

said, founded a medical school. Due to the
state*, limited financial resources, though.
it has the highest tuition in the nation and
has forced the University of Vermont to
gise up such activities as sarsity football.
Dr. Kenneth W. Allen. associate director
of student and science affairs in Coon's
office, conceded that this is a bad time to
be submitting a new program. but won't
predict the medical school's future.
The former acting dean of the UMO's
College of Arts and Sciences confirmed the
chancellor's office is still pushing the
proposal.

Carpet stolen from Union

Peace Corps wants A&S majors

UMO police were called in to inyestigate
a number of high-cost incidents this
weekend.
Thursday. between II and 11:20 p.m., a
nine by 12 foot tweed rug. salued at $300.
was stolen from the Sutton Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
According to Bryan F. Hilchey, asst
director of police and safety, the thief or
thieses may have taken the rug out through
the south exit of the Damn Yankee room,
where the pavement was found to have
been scraped. The scrapes, he said, were
probably caused by the rug being dragged
through the exit.
The theft was discosered by Jean
Thibodeau. the Union hostess that
evening. Hitches said Thibodeau saw the
rug in the room at 11 p.m. along with four
men. When she checked the room at
11:20. the men and floor covering were
gone.

Peace Corps recruiters are looking for
volunteers in Liberal Arts fields this year.
contrary to reports of previous recruiting
sessions which suggested the demand was
for more technically oriented areas.
The Peace Corps currently has a
membership consisting of about 75 per
cent liberal arts graduates. according to
Susan Alley and Todd Baumgardt. Peace
Corps representatives. but the number of
these applicants is on the decline. Because
of this decrease. the Peace Corps is aiming
its efforts toward the spring graduate in
Arts and Sciences.
The recruiters are looking primarily for
French- and Spanish-speaking students.
oriented toward the social sciences. VISTA
is seeking law or pre-law students and
French speakers. while the Peace Corps
needs mathematics, agriculture, physical
and life sciences graduates, as well as

Police received a call from Michael
Yannone of 319 Stodder Hall, just after 10
am. Saturday. complaining that his car
had sustained damage the previous night.
The damage to Yannone's Maverick. which
amounted to $300. included a caved-in
roof, two bent windshield wipers, a broken
antenna and scratches in the paint.
Hilchey stated the destruction was
eyidently caused by someone walking over
the top of the car.
A second Stodder resident was a theft
sictim this weekend. Claudette Thibeau of
200 Stodder Hall returned to her room
early Sunday afternoon to find her
pocketbook had been taken.
Police said the pocketbook was taken
some time between 9 p.m. Saturday and
1:30 p.m. Sunda. According to Hilchey,
Thibeau said she left her room in a hurry

"The
Sponsored
Programs
Division sends material to professors, initiates
programs. and brings experts together."
explained John Kavanagh. one of the
divisions directors.
Recently, money has been funded for
programs of glacial exploration in
Antarctica. research projects on Atlantic
salmon. and a clinical engineering project
for northern New England.

stuuents %slued in a trade. Baumgardt
said. Both organizations are looking for
liberal arts students in Spanish. education
(particularly tutoring), all civil engineering
fields, health sciences and services.
business and economics. The recruiters
said there is a particular need for home
economics and nutrition majors. Anyone
with a strong interest or background in
home economics or nutrition may be
eligible. Alley said, since the need is
world-wide and desperate.
Seniors interested in applying for the
Peace Corps should sign up for interviews
in the placement office at East Annex with
Wayne Hesseltine.
Alley and Baumgardt will be on campus
March 18 through 20. They will present a
slide and discussion program on the 18th at
7:30 p.m. in the FFA Room of the
Memorial Union.

"Of course we're going to be pushing it.
We've come this far. There's no point in
packing up thc fishing line at this point."
Allen exclaimed_
Cummings commented. "I don't think
there is any harm in getting Dr. Coon's
input before the state. It will eventually
lead to a medical school in Maine. I can
stand the defeat."
She explained that Coon feels a medical
school is the only way to get more interns
in the state. And more interns, she said, is
the only way to get more practitioners in
Maine.

Saturda% night and could not remember if
she closed her door, which was locked.
When she returned Sunda. the door was
closed and locked and the pocketbook was
missing.
The total salue of the handbag and its
contents came to SI08. Including a $55 pair
of eyeglasses and $23 in cash.

Budget tentative
Neville reminds
esille has issued
President Howard K
a memorandum to the members of the
uniyersits- community to diffuse some of
the panic which ma% have arisen over
Governor James B. Longley•s proposed
budget cuts.
Neville pointed out the budget proposal
is still only a proposal. and has not yet
reached even the preliminars legislatise
stages, where it could still be modified
considerably.
"It is not yet clear. nor is it likely to be
for some time, just what the level of state
subsidy to the uniyersity system and to the
individual institutions will be.** said
Neville. "Until many more discussions
have taken place. we will not be able to
begin to formulate operating budgets for
1975.76,"
The chancellor's office has requested
resource reallocation proposals from each
of the campuses to determine what
changes would be possible if the
governor's budget is approved. Neville
emphasized the requests were for "a
sketch of how restructuring
might he
accomplished.** and not a "concrete set of
proposals" as might have been believed
El
betore.
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An interview

Robert J. Lurtsema
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Without fail, he arrives at the studios every
morning, at b:30. After glancing at the papers and
w ire reports, he gis es a short newscast at the start of
a five-hour program of classical music. At noon. he
begins work on future programming. finishing in
early evening in time to regularly attend a concert.
ballet, or the like.
With all this. does Robert J. Lurtscma have much
time to himself? No, he says, but if his work were
not a challenge, he would not enjoy it. It also helps
if you can get by on four or five hours of sleep.
Listeners of WMEH-FM will recognize Robert J.
Lurtsema. who hosts a dads program. Morning Pro
Musica I recent!) sisited with the host in Boston, at
the studios of the originating station. WGBH-FM.
Not sure of w hat to expect after listening to him
many hours on the radio. 1 armed while Lurtsema
was doing the news, and waited to be taken to the
studio. I was greeted by a well-rounded person of
moderate height. sounding the same as the voice on
the radio.
For someone v. ith no formal training in music, it is
interesting to listen to his presentation. Before
playing a piece. Lurtsema tries to give background
on the ,omposer as %ell as the work itself. The
information used is obtained from a small library of
musical literature in the studio, as well as notes
picked up here and there on record sleeses. The
deepness of his %owe. tombined with an air of
know ledge. gives the listener a very authoritative
impression.
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a different breed
of disc jockey

told by other persons at the station to go home he
replied "I might as well be miserable here as at
home.- The morning I spent in his studios.
Lurtsema had a cold as dismal as the weather
outside, but he kept on going.
One part of the program Lurtsema does not
particularly enjoy is the news, but for a different
reason. "There are a lot of things in the news that
you don't want to be the one to reveal.- he
explained. Backing this up. he was once quoted in
the Wall Street Journal as saying "the news is so
depressing. the music so inspiring. that I'm going to
skip the news, read the weather, and go on to the
music."
The morning I spent with him, he showed a wire
story telling of the army's plan to kill millions of
birds plaguing a base in Kentucky. He just sat and
shook his head. The gravits of the message was
there.
Finishing the broadcast at noon, the afternoon is
spent programming Morning Pro Musica approximatels three months ahead. It takes Lurtsema as
much time to plan each show as it does to air it.
There are sarious reasons for programming so far in
ads awe. Scheduling for afternoon and evening
broadcasts at the six stations which air Morning Pro
Musieu is done after this to avoid repetition, and
lead time must be give to publish program guides
most of the stations distribute. Also a copy of
programming is sent to the local record dealers, who
stock up in advance.

"the news is so depressing, the music
so inspiring, that I'm going to skip
the news, read the weather,
and go on to the music. . •"
"This is a learning experience for me." he
explained. "The more I learn, it seems, the less I
know ."
While on the air. Lurtsema has a
pols linguistic sound as well, pronouncing each
foreign language as if it were his native tongue. He
feels each composer has the right to have his name
pronounced as he would pronounce it himself. And
when there is a question on a phrase or passage.
lurtsema has a list of persons to contact who can set
him straight.
urtsema first obtained the job in 1971. filling in
for the regular host on weekends. That October he
was asked to host the show Monday through Friday..
He accepted. but for sake of continuity wished to
continue on weekends as well. The station had
different ideas, however, feeling the daily routine
would prove too much. WGBH yielded in 1973, and
allowed Lurtsema to go seven days per week,
thinking after one month he would have enough.
After two years. he is still on daily, except for
sporadic vacations here and there.
During this time, Lurtsema has not missed a
single day, "but there were times I was tempted.He told of one morning spent huddled in the studio
with his coat on. shivering with a high fever. When

"It is a challenge to fit in everything.- he
explained. The program offers series running for
extended periods featuring a category of works by a
Also, on each composer's
single composer.
birthday. Lurtsema features his works. Starting with
these, he fills in with works complementing them,
leasing slots for news and short filler pieces. "The
little pieces added in depend on the weather, and
the general feeling of the day."
"Bach and Mozart are probably the two who get
more playing than any other composer.- says
Lurtsema. Morning Pro Musica almost always runs
chronologicaly through the das. playing medieval
and baroque composers earlier in the morning.
holding contemporary artists for later. "There is
something easy and dependable to wake up in the
morning with Bach and Vivaldi." Jokingly, he added
he didn't want to be responsible for someone
stabbing themselves in the eye with their toothbrush
after being jolted awake by a contemporary piece.
Lurtsema admits there are pieces played he does
not personally like. But when there is so much from
which to choose, "it becomes very difficult to
eliminate my personal biases. I generally don't like
to make opinions on the air. but I like to help people

make their own." When having a choice between
two or more different recordings of the same work,.
invariably he chooses the one played the longest
time ago.
Before hosting Morning Pro Musics:. Lurtsema
spent many years in off-broadwas theatre
productions and painting. He admits a desire to
return to acting. doing something in a local
production. "It's a funny thing about the stage
bug.. it keeps nibbling at you. and finally you go
back.When taking over the program, something had to
go, so it was acting. In February. he had an exhibit
of paintings in Concord. New Hampshire, done
mostly before 19'1. His work is done in geometric
abstraction: due to their intricacy, his paintings
require a great deal of time, upwards of 4-ti weeks
each. And spending this much time on one canvas, it
leads to yen high prices. Painting is now an
infrequent occupation, due to lack of time, and if he
takes a theatre part. it will have to go altogether for
a while.
After an eleven hour workday. Lurtsema spend,
evenings at a concert, ballet, play, or similar
production, as well as keeping up with local art
galleries. "It is important for the host of Morning
Pro Musica to keep up w ith what is happening in th,
area.•'
Lurtsema's personal listening choices at home are
deeply ingrained with ethnic music, such as Ravi
Shankar, Swiss yodel music, a!.
- well as classical
music and jazz. "I like jazz,...folk music. .1
generally don't like what is called hard rock...1 like
any kind of music that is well-performed and has
innate qualities of 'good music.' "
Lurtsema is not mamed. but has lived with Lilian
Myers for the past six years. She works as an
architectural consultant. and Lurtsema describes
their relationship as independent of each other.
With all his activity, she does not attend everything
he does."She nerds more sleep than 1 do," he
explained.
by Steve Ward
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More ORPHAN than no
reflects development
Mor. Orphan Than Not
Orphan
London XPS MS

More Orphan Than Au: Is the third lp to
be released by Orphan in as many years.
and it. more than the previous Ip's reflects
the band's development over the past
several years.
This reviewer first saw Orphan back in
1968. when they. were almost the house
band at Invin's Winnepesaukee Gardens in
New Hampshire. At the time. the band was
working in the traditional rock '.em. in
contrast to the country-flavor of their
current music. But it was evident then that
giyen the chance, this band had sufficient
talent to make it big.
Led by writer-guitarist Eric Lilljequist.
Orphan produces a good-natured Pocoesque style of country rock. The vocal
harmonies on this album, consisting mostly
of Lilljequist and writer-guitarist Dean
Adrien's blends. are smooth, often high.
and reminiscent of early Youngbloods.

You
Gong
Virgin VR 13-113
Gong is a new hand on the U.S. scene,
with You their first release in this country.
A British group, they enjoy great
popularity in their home country as well as
on the continent.
You is an eerie melodic trip to the planet
Gong--a fictitious orb on the other side of
the sky . The theme surrounding all Gong's
recordings focuses on the planet. At the
beginning of this record. Zero, the central

Downtown Old TOWn

FAT CAT REVUE
Featuring
Jeff Bede & Glenn Neuman
Tues. Night
Country Karacels
Fri. Sat nights
Sat Afternoon Jam Sessions

Has ing grown up. lived, and worked in
and around Boston all his life. Lilljequist a,
usual draws on a good amount of Boston
talent for back-up on the lp--including
former Orphan pianist Bruce MacPherson.
Lloyd Baskin. once organist for Sea Train
and of course. Jonathan Edwards. a
long-time friend and compatriot of the
hand.
Edwards had for years lised with the
hand at the "Orphanage" in Boston. a
large rambling house where the band lises
and often works.
Orphan usually
accompanies Edwards yy hen he goes on the
road, and Lilljequist wrote the title cut of
Edwards' latest release Have Yourself a
Good Time for Me. which also appears on
this album.
Side one includes four Lilljequist tunes,
one by Adrien, and a rolling, good times
version of the Beatles' "What Goes On."
The first cut "That's What You Said•', is
the strongest on the side. It features
Lilljequist's slide guitar work interlaced
between the lines of a fast-paced thumping
country-rocker.
"Be Yourself • and the softness of the
band's recent adoption of the country yein
adds to their appeal. "Don't Go Foolin•
Me" is a slow. simple ballad that laments

charKter, has just come down from his
mystical trip of Radio Gnome 2. ANGEL
EGG.(Gong's second recording). and finds
himself in bed. He proceeds on a trip
above the clouds, deep within his crystal
clear temple of will and imagination.
seeking
to
achieve
one-ness
and
attainment of that permanent natural high
which would transform the world into a
better place to live. The album finishes
with Zero on the wheel of life and death,
the cycle of death and rebirth, seeking one.
Needless to say. the record has yery
deep overtones of Zen Buddhism. of which
Gong, having a great following in Europe.
is a mutated offshoot. To understand the
entire recording. (which has the ,A ords
printed on the record sleeve), a knowledge
of far east religions proves helpful.
From a musical standpoint. You is a
strange trip combining electronic instrumentation with more traditional forms.
Gong is trying to achiese an implausible
realm
of
futuristic
preludes
and
improvised-seemingly discordant-melodies. through the use of electronic
adaptions. The musical forms range from
rock. jazz, and space age moog. to krishna
kabals. and derivatives of gregorian chant
passages.
The illusion of space travel is easily
aLcomplished in Moog sections of the
album by soft scales going up and down
repeatedly. Overall, the recording quality
is high, with highs holding their own
against the lower octaves.
If you're into Zen, or if you really get off
on strange sounds and tonal forms. then
You is for you. But it is. definitely a great
distance from top-40. Some of the stranger
passages in You are similar to effects
hich the now-gone Moody Blues have
used. But the overall recording is far even
from their style of music.
by Steve Ward
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Orphan
the love life of your typical musician. It
falls just short of being corny, but still, it's
sincere.
Orphan's rendition of Jonathan Edwards'
classic "Train to Glory" on side two is
without doubt the highlight of the lp.
Backed by Edwards himself on vocals and
harp. the band has put together an
energetic, driving version of this song that
is paced by lilljequist's super slick guitar
riffs.
The side begins with "You Give Me
Such Good Los in". a song that reminds the
listerner of Orphan's earlier hard-rocking
days. David Woodford's horn arrangements on this song add a good deal of
spice, although they seem to be in the as
on some of the other cuts.
"You Don't Know Hoy. I Cry". written
by Lilljequist. is typical of his earlier
writing. and reflects his absorption of
Bea tie-sty le harmonies and Stones-style
guitar wort All in all, a decent cut—one

that tends to stick in your mind. It's
amazing that AM radio hasn't picked up on
it.
Side two is rounded off with the band's
version of "Have Yourself a Good Time for
Me". which varies only slightly from
Edwards' rendition, and "I've Been
Working". written by Van Morrison.
Although "I've Been Working" has a
certain appeal. it's almost as if it was
thrown in as a showcase for Wocx1ford•s
horn arrangements. But if it was. at least
it's a success as such.
As a whole. More Orphan Than Not is
quite a likeable album-espectally if you
like country rock. The additions of
MacPherson•s high vocals and piano work
and Edwards' vocals and harp are a big
asset and help to privde a smoother blend
of material
Orphan IA as seen lately on PBS's
Sound%tage program backing up Tom
Rush, and the combination was indeed a
good one. Although the band has been
fairly slow in developing top-notth
material. More Orphan
Than
represents their latest step. and it's one in
the right direciton. You can expect more
and better from Orphan in the future
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by Steve Parker

The Souther. Hillman. & Furay Band
Asylum 7E-1006-B
The only way to make a buck these days
seems to be to throw a bunch of big name
performers into a recording studio and see
what happens.
Day id Geffen, one of the head honchos at
Asylum records, a fast-growing label, had
the idea. and J.D. Souther, Chris Hillman,
and Richie Furay had the talent. It looks
like Geffen will make some monev with
SHF- but it's going to be at our expense
Souther, a side man as well as a writer
for Linda Ronstadt and Joe Walsh Ito name
a few). is out on his own for the first time
with SHF.
Hillman may. have finally found a home
after skipping back and forth between the
Byrds and Stephen Stills.
Furay, a former Buffalo Springfield
guitarist. left Poco when he decided they
just weren't going to make it in the big
time. When he left, he took Poco's sound
with him and made a new band by adding a
few new names.
"Fallin' in Love" and "Believe Me" are
strongly derivative of Poco-obviously
Furav cuts. Souther adds his ballad style
with a handful of fairly- good songs. From
the sound of it. Hillman just contributed to
his name.
It remains to be seen whether another
Poco will develop from SHF. But with
inflation hitting our back pockets as the
cost of vinyl goes up. you're better off to
forget SHF and get a hold of some vinatage
Poco.
By Scott Snedden

Dan Fogelberg
Sou versirs
Epic KE-33137
My ears are eager for something new.
and I think I've found it.
Dan Fogelberg's Souvenirs brings back a
fresh, imaginative stule that touches
country rock while simultaneously blending in that unique Fogelberg sound. Side
one tends to flow smoothly, with the
ever-present slide guitar work of Joe
Walsh and background vocals by Graham
Nash and the Eagles.
Henlev. Meisner. and Frey of the Eagles
bring to the album a different sound, in the
form of the Front Line Gardenia Choir. Joe
Walsh
contributes
on
his
talents
production as well as on slide and acoustic
guitars.
Souvenirs doesn't seem like Walsh's
style, but his presence is felt throughout
the work, as that of the other members of
Barnstorm, his former back-up band.
With this work. Fogelberg has taken a
step in the right direction. Hopefully. his
next will be in the same direction
By Scott Snedden
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Film festival to explore
women's role in society
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The new office of Women's Programs
and Services this week sponsors The
Women's Film festival, a series of features
and shorts explorim the female sex and
their problems in contemporary society.
Joan Shagourv. a member of the festi% al
committee, explained that the basic
purpose of the festival was to present film
"with a more feminine emphasis."
something which she thinks is seriously
lacking in the general run of Hollywood
product which is usually shown on this
campus.
"The% are films about women." said
Shagourv, "and their social roles, the
movement. and famous women. Yet they
are also films about all people's
problems.•'
Costing S1800. met by grants from seven
different groups, the series will be showing
on the UMO and BCC campuses without
charge and free childcare will be provided.
The features include Ingmar Bergman's
shattering study of three sisters. Chrres
and Whispers. which won the Oscar as best
foreign film of 1973. Starring Harriet
Andersson. Ingrid Thulin. and Liv
Ullman, the plot mechanics have at times
been criticized as wishy-washy melodrama
but the acting and Sven Nykist's
remarkable color photography. emphasizing reds, make Cries and Whispers a
completely engrossing experience.

Mai Zetterling's Thi. Girls concerns
three actresses on a road tour with
"Lysistrata." the first feminist play
written during the 5th century by
Aristophanes. The three women begin to
undergo influences of the play that causes
them to look at their own lives: the film
explores. as its director says, the fact that
"a woman is emotionally formed by men
and never quite breaks free of them even if
she would like to...." This Swedish film
stars Harriet Andersson, Bibi Andersson,
and Gunnel Lindblom and opened the
recent "Festival of Women's Films" held
in New York,
Judy Collins directed Antonia. a
documentary of Antonia Brico, the
extraordinary woman conducter who has
earned respect and recognition in a world
traditionally reserved for men.
The 25 short subjects range from
abortion, a mother of quintuplets, lesbians,
grandmothers. and blues singer Bessie
Smith.
The schedule is as follows: The
Emerging Woman. Janie's Janie. Home
Born
Baby.
and
Child
Care
Liberation on Thursday. March 6 in the
Student Union (BCC)from 1 to 4 p.m. On
that same day. Cries and Whispers will be
shown in 120 Little Hall (UMO) at 7:30
p.m.
On Friday. How to Make a Woman.
Woman House. The Grandmother Film.

The Distinguished Maine
Faculty Award
This is awarded to most deserving faculty member by
a committee of students representing every college at
UMO.

Along with the prestige of this award the winner also
receives a cash prize of $1500
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and St. Louis Blues will be shown in the
Memorial Union (UMO) from 1 to 4:30
p.m. and later Make Out Woo Who!' Mary
Wilsom and The Girls will be shown there
at 7:30 p.m.
On Saturday, To Be Young. Gifted. and
Black will be shown at 10 a.m.. The
Women's Film. Sandy and Madelaine's
Family. Joyce at 34. Happy Mother's Day,
and Women Who've had an Abortion, will
he shown from 12 to 4. At 7:30, Sometimes
I Wonder Who 1 Am. From .1 a. m. to 10

p.m.. and Antonia will be shown. All
Saturday films will run in the Bangor Room
of the Memorial Union.
On Sunday, March 9, Home Movie, The
Ceding. Tale This Woman. Anything You
Want to Be. and Virginia Woolf The
Moment Whole will play at 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The festival closes Sunday evening when
Salt of the Earth and Felicia play at 7:30 in
the Memorial Union.
by Bill Gordon

Can
one priest
make a
difference?

-e Parker

gs back a
touches
ly blendnd. Side
with the
of Joe
Graham

Luchino Visconti's 1957 film has its first American
showing in ten years at UMO this Thursday in 100 Nutting
at 7 and 9 30. Based on a short story by Dostoievsky. the
.film was imported from England and stars Marcell°
Mastroianni and Marra Schell.

You can help the faculty member you think should
receive the "DMFA"

in Italy, in the 1800 s a
poor priest met a boy of the
streets At that time there were
thousands of such boys in
Turin ... hungry, homeless and
without hope
But what could one priest
do/ Without money_ Without
support. Without even a
building to house them
But Father John Bosco did make a difference He founded
the first community that was dedicated primarily to youth With
a program of play, learn and pray he brought the boys from the
streets back to God and gave them a means of earning their
living From such humble beginnings a movement began that
now reaches around the world
a movement that has touched
the lives of millions of youngsters — the children of
St. John Bosco
Today over 22,000 Salesians carry on his work in 73
countries A family of community-minded men who help to build
a better world by preparing young boys to be good citizens for
both God and country Salesians serve as teachers, coaches.
counselors, parish priests and missionaries You see, one priest
can make a big difference.

,----
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Make your nominations at:
Memorial Union gam-5pm
Commons—noon&night meals
and
BCC Student Union

For m ore information about Salesian
le ian Prits
es and
Brothers mail this coupon 10
Father Joseph Maffoi, S.D.B. Room C-205

I Salesians
I

OF ST. JOHN BOSCO
Boa 6-39 New Rochelle N V 101102

1 am interested in the Pnesthood

Nome

Brotherhood ,
Ago

Street Address
Slat*

____ Zip

Phone
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a
Michael Lewis
exhibits
'• What is essential in a work of art is that
it should rise far above the realm of
personal life and speak from the spirit and
heart or the !artist' U.Sperson. to the spiral
and heart of humankind— ...Carl G. Jung

comin' . . . goin'

Don Redlich dances Passin• Through Saturday night at Hauck
Auditonum. cumin . lookin.. Rerun .losin. gamin .. and gum . were the
impressions he conveyed to the audience

Michael Lewis. associate professor of art
at UMO. is currently showing his work in
gallery one of Carnegie Hall.
The exhibit. running March 1-3, contains
paintings, drawings, and sketches Lewis
has done in the last few years. Many of the
works are mural paintings done in oil and
arranged in story telling sequence. Lewis
takes special pride in these, calling them
stories on canvas.
In past years. Lewis has exhibited in
Carnegie. but many fellow professors and
art students hay e termed this exhibitions
his best ever. The entire gallery is filled
with talented brushwork and creative
drawings. Lights have been set to
illuminate all works.

Redlich company ... tripping Hauck fantastic
Saturday night I had the good fortune of
seeing the Don Redlich Dance Company do
their thing. With an almost ceaseless
energy they pulsated about the stage in a
precise and eloquent manner. They yen
nearly defied their human forms and
became spineless. rolling, and bending
jellyfish.
Their mosements were loose and free.
using even part of the both in eyer%

Year after year. semester
after semester. the
CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted.
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.

Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster'
Field Associate
in your area:

conceisable direction and position. The
dances were so engrossing that one could
do nothing but stare in utter amazement at
the beauty of form in this new type of
dance.
Modern Dance contains many of the
features of mime and ballet. It resembles
mime in that each dance is choreographed
to tell a story but it's more abstract and not
as defined as mime. The qualities of ballet
arc apparent in many of the steps. leaps
And runs included in the dank. but there
are many parts of modern dance Ow appear
ungraceful and ugly.•-but they se-rye a
purpose. There is more freedom ii) modern
dance. "The sky •% the limit" and the
freakier the better. There are a lot of
angular mos ements. stomping. jerky
steps. grunts. squeals. screams. etc. It
follows the contemporary trend toward
deliberate audience bewilderment using a
wild combination of music. costuming. and
lighting to supplement the dances.
Most of the additive elements in the
dance numbers were simple and always
relative to the piece. The opening number
had both complex music and a film of
different colored splashes and swirls of
white light projected on the back wall. The
dancers wore skin colored leotards with
silver plastic strips that reflected the light
hanging off their bodies. Together with the
dance, it created a fascinating effect that
held the audiences full attention through
out the number.
The dance company has its home base in
New York. • Don Redlich. choreographer
and lead dancer for the company- is a

Specializing in.

CollegeMaster
DAVID 1. THERIAULT
hunalp•r
24 Moon Strow
ORONO, MAINE

T*44440080
2;74644904

Hairpieces
Styling
Razor Cutting

teacher of dance at the Julliard obsenatory
and at Sarah Lawrence College where he
has taught since 1465. Redlich is without a
doubt an extremely agile and capable
dancer. More than once I marseled at his
ability to keep his body completely under
control and still give the appearance of
haying no ties or limitations in his dance.
He proved his versatility in two solo
performances. "Passin• Through" and
"Earthling." "Passin• Through" was set
to traditional banjo music performed by
Pete Seeger. In the dance Redlich created a
%cry folksy sometimes comical atmosphere. As if in direct opposition.
"Earthling." danced to music by Claude
Debussy. created a serious mood with soft
lights and the intensely difficult and
beautiful movements of Redlich', tall thin
hod% in motion.
Irene Feigenheimer has been a member
of the company since
She also dances
with the Blue Mountain Paper Parade and
the Cliff Keuter Dance Company. and
currently teaches in her own studio
Feigenheimer showed professional back
ground in her graceful leaps and runs
about the stage. Her face was particularly
expressive and she never lost that sense of
energy that is so much a part of the group.
Wanda Pruska. Barbara Roan and Bills.
Siegenfeld make up the rest of the
trayeling cast. They are also teachers of
dance in New York and have a firm
foundation of solid technical schooling
behind them. The worked well with each
other and created an air of confidence that
eliminated any doubt of their professional
ability.
The Don Redlich Dance Company's
performance at Orono was sponsored by
U.M.O's Arthur R. Lord Fund and the
cultural affairs committee.
by Durrell Bu::inni

Freshl
Tropical Plants

Walk-in service
or by appointment.

Imported Gifts

OPEN
Tues-Thurs.,6 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri.. 8 a.m - 6 p.m.
Sat., 7 a.m - 5 p.m.

na &ilk%figiSt

35 N. Main st., Old Town
Tel. B27-5631

TEL: 866-2100
46 Main St., °rod
OPEN MON-SAT, 9-6

Lewis paints with a story. Once asses he
has presented paintings and sketches that
do indeed tell a story. Terming his
paintings expressions of inner feelings, he
weaves a tale into all presentations.
Lew is has entered national exhibits in
New Jersey.. Indiana and New York and has
also entered international competition in
New York(it% .
A reception for the artist will he held
between two and five p.m. Sunday. March
4 in gallery one of Carnegie Hall. Lewis will
he there to answer any questions about his
paintings.

W144EB forums
All forums are at 9:00 p.m.
Gay Forum March 6 - Gay•Straight
Relationships; March 13 - Homosesualit% and the Church
Human Sexuality Forum March 9 Birth
Control;
March
lb
Masturbation
41.(pmert
March 4 Forum
%A:omen's Film Festtsal; March 11 Tentatively scheduled—Abortion
Open Forum
March 10 • MUAB;
March 17 - The Maine Campus
Instant Replay March 5 and March
12 - To be announced

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skill and
Knowledge

MILLER DRUG
OPEN All DAY SUNDAY
9119
210 STATE ST
BANGOA, ME
TEL 947-8369
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Sandy Ives
at the Ram's Horn
It is always a treat when Sandy Ives
performs at the Ram's Horn Coffeehouse.
Saturday night was no exception.
Edward D. Ives(Sandy) is a professor of
folklore and director of the Northeast
Archives of Folklore and Oral History,
located in the basement of South Stevens
Hall. He plays at the Ram's Horn twice a
year and alway plays to a capacity crowd,
around 75 people.
The Ram's Horn coffeeouse is at 33
Grove St. which is just past York Complex.
I arrived there early Saturday evening with
the hope of identifying Sandy's audience
appeal. Daphne Stoner, a member of the
Coffeehouse Committee and in charge that
night. was getting things set up for the
evening. She had started a fire in the
fireplace and was drying damp wood just
brought inside, by standing the wet logs up
on end and placing them around the fire. I
asked her v. hv so mans people come down
to the coffeehouse when Sandy Ives is
playing.
"They like his music, his style. Sandy
does a really mixed evening-from folk to
classical music to telling stories." she said.
People arrived in one's and two's and
slowly filled the coffee house. Before
Sandy played. I circulated around the
room's 15 tables and asked people if they
could describe Sandy's appeal.
"He has a different style, a different
approach to musk. He is a lot of fun toisten
to.- said Jonathon Smith of Orono.
"I like his bawdy songs." came from
many people in the room.
"...He's Sandy. someone you can talk first
name to. He's been around-very low key,"
said Dick Raillor of Bangor.
"I like the old folk tales. I like what he's
doing. I think a lot of old songs would be
lost without him. No one sings that type of
song anymore. It's refreshing. I appreciate
a lot of the things he's doing.•• said Judith
Farrin. a philosophy major.
"I haven't heard him before. I came
because he's writing to my adopted
grandmother. What else can I say:* said a
UMO junior.
"Sandy gives those of an urban
background a window on the world of folk
culture. He has respect for tradition and is
interested in things people never bothered
to find out. He is extremely well educated.
but does not distinguish between "high
culture- and "low culture.•• said a person
who preferred to remain anonymous.
At 9:15 Sandy opened by tapping on th,
microphone and asking. Is this thing doing
any good?... Then shut the damn thing
down.- He then sang Round Cape Horn, a
sea song he learned from Gale Huntington.
Sandy Ives is a man of 50 with long curly
hair and a graying beard. His shirt collar is
open at the neck and the sleeves are rolled
comfortably up his arms.
Sandy says lately he finds his thinking
possessed with two subjects. death and
war. He reads a poem he's written in
tribute to a friend. Sam Ealcin, and plays

Shantyman's Lib.. a song Sandy learned
from Sam. He follows this by singing a long
ballad, the Cumberland Crew, about a Civil
War sea battle where the Confederate
frigate Cumberland is rammed and sunk by
the Union's ironclad. Monitor.
Sandy then recites Gilbert Keith
Chesterton's Lepanto. a poem of a
Spanish-Turk sea battle in the 1500's.Sandy
said it was a poem his father used to read
him and he fondly remembers being rocked
to sleep by it.
"Dad had one of those good reading
voices. It was quite nice. I wish you could
have heard it." Sandy then with his own
voice recites the poem and for the
audience, recreates that memory.
He follows Lepanto by reading Randell
Jarrell's The Death of the Ball Turret
Gunner. It is a vivid anti-war poem where
the WWII gunner sees himself being
washed from the turret with a hose. Sandy
ends the set on a much lighter note by
singing the traditional ballad Brother
Henry Thompson that contains the
recurring rhyme. "A chaw of tobacco and a
little drink won't send your soul to hell.During the break, I talked with some
people who told me it was their first time
hearing Sandy. I asked them for their
reactions.
Paul Castrovillo. an entomology student
said, "He uses his VOICe as an instrument,
which isn't too common nowadays. Half
the musicians you hear today play so loud
you can't hear the words. He's different
from what you normally hear."
Another stuident said, "He's an
interesting guy. He has quite
a
repetoire-he keeps a lot of stuff in his head.
He can tell stories. there's no doubt about
it. You can tell he likes what he's doing."
A person who identified himself as a
classified employe said he had heard Sandy
before and added, "1 just really like to
listen to him. I like his stories and his
songs. You get the feeling you'd like to
meet him."
"It was about what I expected, to be
entertained in a variety of ways,- added a
student at the same table.
Sandy opens the second set with two
light-hearted and witty tradtionnal folk
songs. Of one Sandy admits. "I dirtied it
up a little.- Later Sandy read pete the
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Sandy Ives
parrot and shakespeare
from Don
Marquis' The Lives and Times of Amity
and ,Mehttabel. Pete is a reincarnated
parrot who recounts a tavern discussion
between William Shakespeare. Ben Jonson
and Francis Beaumont. In it Shakespeare
laments that he's in the "theatre game"
and not writing sonnets. The piece ends
on, "what poor dill wanted was to be a
poet."
Sandy read his favorite piece from Don
Marquis. one called freddy the rat
perishes. Here a rat and a tarantula fight.
The rat loses and is dropped from the fire
escape with "military honors.In the tradition of the broadside
balladeers Sandy sang his Fight Song for
the Trustees - "Sung at a dark moment in
the camiCaign by a loyal trooper of twenty

years service." Sandy said. He wrote the
words and set them to the traditional tune.
March of the Men from Harlech.
••...courage. don't resign- is a recurring
phrase in the song.
Sandy played two classical pieces during
the second set. Pavane by Sanz and Etude
008 by Villa-Lobos. "Classical guitar is what
I'm most interested in now and is what I'm
working the hardest in now." he said
Sandy has been playing for a long time.
"I bought my first guitar in 1949," he
explained. In 1959 he recorded Folksongs
in Maine on a Folkways lable.
Sandy Ives came to UMO in 1955 as an
instructor in English. He is a writer, a poet.
an educator and a musician; and he
genuinely and honestly shares all of these
svith his audience.

PROFESSIONAL HAIR STYLING
FOR

MEN AND WOMEN
CALL 945-3101

•

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
No Main St Old Town
Glass Replacement
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas Oil & Auto Accessories
Free Estimates
Howard Sturgeon. Prop
Tel 827 -2400

We sell 8 service the full line of
Dependable Maytags!
'Automatic Washers
•Halo of Heat Dryers
•Portable Washers
and Dryers
'Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
•Disposers, too

LANDRY'S INC.
46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL. 989-3850

HAIRD N6FICIDE4' ET LEAN
25 FRANKLIN ST.
BANGOR- OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8

Would you like to visit
Europe round trip for about $265421
The romantic, picturesque villages and cities, and rich historical traditions
of Europe could be a part of you for a six to eight week period this
summer—if you're interested! The GARBER TRAVEL AGENCY can offer
you this Europen vacation for prices lower than you can find anywhere. You
would depart from Boston and fly across the Atlantic to beautiful Amsterdam
where you would start your 6 to 8 week adventure in Europe.

We need your help
In order for this dream vacation to come true, we must know how many
students at UMO are interested in this trip. Nothing is definite! It is up to
you. If enough students want to go. then the flight can be chartered, end the
trip to Europe can become a reality. Please, let us know what you think of our
offer. We'll get in touch with you if there is enough interest generated.
CALL OR WRITE
STUART CHASON
206 OAK HALL
UMO
581-7260
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Steps
by Jerzy Kosinski
Bantam Books. 95 cents.

An innocent village girl is lured to a
city hotel by a man with a wallet full of
credit cards. A man is stranded without
funds on a backward island: starving and
looking for help, he follows two fat women
sunbathers back to their house, v. here he is
pinned to bed and "manipulated.
squeezed. pressed. and thumped." A man
arrives by train at a small station, asks if
there is "anything of interest happening
locally." and is taken to a farm where he
watches a frail woman copulate with a
large animal, to the cheers of a group of
local men. A man is mistreated by the
farmer he works for: in revenge, he loads
balls of bread with fishhooks and crushed
glass and feeds them to several of the local
children, including the farmer's little girl.
A man, along with a few of his friends,
captures some butterflies, puts them into a
glass jar. places the jar upside down on a

The Rape o The .4pe
by Allan Sherman
Play boy Press
Go away all vou Dr. Rubins telling us the
antiseptic truth of what we can do, as if
there really was some moral power behind
you. People don't feel the guilt associiated
with sex that previous generations have
and the fall of the American Puritan Ethic
is why.
Alan Sherman. the 44-year-oid pudgy
comedian of HELLOMUDDA HELLOEADDA fame, has taken the history of man and
sex and made a tremendously funn% and
set dead serious account of it. Sherman
shows he reader how hung up the world is
about it's language and natural functions.
"Fuck". he says. "Look at it. Stting there
all alone. Out of context, not bothering a
soul. It looks innocent, even lonesome. But
vou and I know this is the worst word in he
world. People ha% e
killed
mer this
word, that's how dirty: it is."
Sherman wrote that word 504 times on
one sheet of typewriter paper before the
anxiety left him. Thereafter the word did
it's job. In the book when there is a
description of sex. people don't "sleep
with" someone. The don't "go all the
way" they don't "base an affair:•• they
fuck. Wars, distrust, lies, etc. all stem
from the A.P.E. Sherman says.
This A.P.E. gets a pretty close scrutiny
and it comes out looking like Sherman

table so that its neck 0% erlaps the edge a
bit, and proceeds to hold lighted matches
under the rim, killing the butterflies.
These are the kinds of stories you're in
for if you actually plan to read this book
after hearing this much. The "man" in
each of them is the narrator, who writes in
the first person in a very detached and
matter-of-fact style, as if there was nothing
at all out of the ordinary about what he was
saying.
The weirdness of the stories is
heightened b% the fact that they follow
upon one another so quickly -there are no
individual titles: these are not separate
short stories-and
that they're all
happening to the same person. Steps has
an eerie effect upon the reader: disgusting
as most of the stones are. they still have a
compelling interest about them.
The last three pages seem to address the
reader directly. and make him cringe. If
when you've finished reading this book.
you don't feel like throwing it out the
window, you're probably as weird as the
narrator.
by Tiny Allen
knows the guy. From the 1600's in England
this ugly critter was lurking around
everywhere making people do unthinkable
things "for the empire" while they freely
practiced flagellation and other assorted
fun things instead. England is not the only
yictim as the colonies knew all too well.
The real beginnings of the demise of the
A.P.E. Sherman says comes from WWII.
When all the clean cut guys found out that
there really- were people that thought and
talked dirty and didn't feel guilty about it.
Case in point, the first morning in boot
camp. The drill sergeant crashes into the
dreams of the new recruits fresh from the
A.P.E. with "Drop your cocks and grab
your socks_" The young lad now had to shit
in front of his w hole barracks and he had to
clean it up too. What revelation to find out
that others made noises talked in single
syllabic filth, and enjoyed it. If that wasn't
enough for the fellow there was the
corporal in the orderly room who explained
what T.S. chits were. "That's tough shit
you motherfucker, now get out of here."
With the relevations of the war, the
young went home and the A.P.E. was
e% entually brought to it's knees. This book
is the history and fun saga of that struggle.
No brief synopsis of the history of the
rise and fall of the A.P.E. can do justice to
the job that Sherman has done. The
reader will laugh. agree. remember, and
lament his was through the best book on
the subject of sex &satiable for only S1.95.
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A Month of Aundavs
by John Updike
John Updike is a master of the English
language. His hero. the Reverend Thomas
He introduces us to his family and
friends back at the parish. There is Jane.
his frigid but good wife (maiden name
Chillingworth; the manager of the desert
"motel" is Ms. Prynne: see The Scarlet
Letter): Alicia Crick, his ambitious organist
and sensual mistress; Ned Bork. his
"Effeminate. bearded" assistant minister,
who ne% ertheless is also getting it on with
Alicia: Mrs. "Frankie•• Harlow. a des out
churchgoer who comes to Rev. Marshfield
for spiritual—sexual fulfillment: plus the
minor characters of his teenage sons. his
senile
father, and
the
numerous
undersexed housewives of his congregnon, who come to his counselling sessions
for spiritual guidance and walk away:
feeling great.
Rev. Marshfield has been dismissed as
pastor of his church and sent to one of the
•'square states" in the Southwest, there to
be rehabilitated along with other morally
unorthodox clergymen. They will all stay
together in an omega-shaped halfway
house—Rev. Marshfield prefers to call it a
motel—for one month. The daily regimen
consists of writing Ad hboliint in the
forenoon, golf and daqutns in the
afternoon, and ooker at night. Restrk-tions:
'•N.1 serious discussions. doctrinal or
intrapersonal. No reading except escapist .
The Bible above all is banned. No religion.
no visitors, no letters in or out " The idea
is to purge all frustrations and neuroses.
sexual or otherwise. in the one relaxed
month away from home. Res. Marshfield's
daily. writing is what makes up the 31
chapters of this "Month of Sundays."
Marshfield. is a fornicator of the American
housewife. Tlsey might just as well be the
same thing. because in this hook effect is
the same: murkiness. It's not that we don't
appreciate
author's
the
power
of
expression, or prejudge his minister's
habits. its that when yse•Ye finished
reading the book we're left with the
gnawing question: Why? What has been
the purpose of all this?
Oar dear Reserend is caught in a bind.
He loves Jane he constantly stresses what
a good person she is), but alas, under her
"sex had become a solemn. once•a-week
business, ritualized and worrisomels
hushed." On the other hand. with Alicia.
"what fun my forgotten old body turned
out to be." Still, he sees the ad% antages of
staying with Jane—the children, the
house, his ministry—and tries to assuage
his guilt by pairing her off with Ned.

But Ned, as mentioned, has recently
come into favor with Alicia ("Perfidy.
- thy
name might as well be Bork."). And
presently. Alicia. ambitious as she is.
makes a scene, demands that Rev. Tom
make a decision between Jane and her )"I
think it is his duty to shit or get off the
pot."). is rebuked, and revengefully: blows
the whistle on poor Tom. But not before
much more exciting action has taken place.
too exciting and intricate to go into in this
our limited space. Let it suffice that Tom
gets into numerous other scrapes before
being sent off (classified by. his deacons as
suffering from "distraction") to the arid
Southwest.
Apart from Rev. Tom's vivid description
of his sexual adventures, there are other
points of interest in this book. Updike
peppers the story
with theological
reflection (the reverend delivers mock
sermons on each of the four Sundays of the
month), work play ("Golf gold. good, gods.
nods. nous. gnus. anus. Amos"). and
humor.
He is also implictly investigating the act
of writing itself. We see Rev. Marshfield as
if sitting at his typewriter in the motel,
telling us what's going on around him.
sometimes trying to seduce Ms. Prynne
(because he knows that she reads his
writing each day). and letting typographical mistakes go by uncorrected. He
occasionally makes mention of the fun it is
for him in being able to control his
characters. Jane. Alicia. Ned and the rest
become like puppets to him. This has a
strange effect on us the readers, because it
removes us one step from the action: we're
watching Res. Tom who is watching Jane.
Alicia. etc.: a very strange feeling!
But that's about all that can be said in
a.or of this book. It's interesting. It's
humorous It's clever. It gives us an odd
feeling. But once we put it down, we are
left curiously empty.
Updike has put a good deal into .4 Month
of Sunday's—his great command of the
language. his complicated but attractive
writing style, his obviously extensive
knowledge of theology and the Bible—but
he has left a great deal out:namely.
substance. The tone of the book is mainly
tongue-in-cheek. Religion and human
relations are used as foils for the author's
cleserness. Nothing is sacred. Anything is
fair game for humor, just so long as it can
sustain our interest. And we don't perceive
an% change in Rev. Marshfield at the end:
bags, all packed. and Ms. Prsnne slips into
his room for a quickie. Satisfied. Res. Tom
returns home to wife and family.
Whom is the joke on? Us? Perhaps it is.
At least it appears that John Updike would
have it so.
by Tint Allen

David J Row son

NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH IN
THE FALL 1975

Maine Student Action Corps is your voluntee
r placing agency.
Use us' 2nd floor Union just past Abenaki
office 581-7061

OR SPRING 1976 SEMESTERS
volunteers to participate in swimming
program with the Homes
Unlimited in Bangor. Involves one night a
week to take them for a 45
minute dip For further info. contact
Debbie Guerrnsey at 866-2389
between 4 and 6.

Applications will be available on Monday. March
3. for all students planning to student teach in
the Fall 1975 or the Spring 1976 Semesters. You
may pick them up at the Information Desk
anytime Monday-Friday. 8:00 am - 5:00 pm. The
deadline for returning these applications is
Monday. March 31. If you have any questions.
please come to the Student Teaching Office, 135
Shibles Hall.

0

I need people! to help me organize
and run an afternoon program for
children on French Island Old Town..
including crafts, storytelling.
puppetry. singing and any other
ideas
you can come
up
with .transportation provided ..just time.
zeal and dedication required!
Please call Kathy Roberts at UMO
children's center or at
home -827-7241.
Also we could use some craft people
to set up a craft-enrichment
program in a local elementary school
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FILM
Wednesday, March 5
"A Raisin in the Sun". IDB Movie
130 Little Hall ":00 & 9:30 p.m
"Food Supply: It's effect on
civilization- Sandwich Cinema. North
Lown Room 12 noon
Thursday.. March 6
"White Nights• • Italian Film Festival.
100 Nutting Hall 7.00 & 9:30 p.m.
"Crics and Whispers" Women's
Film Festival. 120 Little Hall 7:30 p.m.
"The Emerging Woman'', "Janie's
Janie". "Home Born Baby-. "Child
Care: People's Liberation" Women's
Film Festival 1 to 4 p.m. Student Union,
Bangor Campus
"A Raisin in the Sun". IDB Movie.
130 Little Hall 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Friday March 7
••Singin• in the Rain", MUAB Movie
100 Nutting Hall. 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
"How to Make a Women-. Woman
House", "The Grandmother Film".
•'St. Louis Blues- Women's Film
Festival 1 to 4:30 p.m. Memorial Union
Saturday. March 8
'• The Maltese Falcon" MUAB Movie,
100 Nutting Hall 7:00 & '4:30 p.m.
"Antonia" Women's Film Festival,
Bangor Room.
'
30 p.m.
"Young Gifted and Black- Women's
Film Festival 10 to 12 noon
"The Women's Film", "Sandy and
Madelaine's Family", "Joyce at 34''Happy Mother's Day" and "Women
Whose had an Abortion" Women's
Film Festival 12 to 4 p.m. Bangor Room
Sunday March 9
'Home Movie''. "fl
Ccilin.
"Take this Woman" "Anything You
Want to Be""Virginia Woolf: The
Moment Whole". Women's Film
Festival. 1 to 4 p.m. Bangor Room

the Winona' Union. Showings ot works
by the Bangor Art Society can be seen
int he Hauck Auditorium Lobby. A
display of Feminist Art can be seen in
Alumni Hall
Currently there is an exhibit of the
History of Pottery' in the Hole in the
Wall Gallery in the Memorial Union.
Beginning March In there will be a
display. "The Greening of the Gallery".

dorms beginning the -th. Judging will
be March 12 in the Union.

Tuesday March 4
Arts and Crafts Day, Maine Art
mposium sponsored by the Graduate
Center. Main Lounge Estabrooke 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday March 5
Maine
Hour
Poetry
p.m.
3
Estabrooke Hall and "The Arts in
Maine...How far have they come?" 8
p.m. Estabrooke Hall Maine Art
Svmposuim.

Monday. March 17
Photography Seminar "Improving
your Printing" 7 p.m. International
Lounge.
Second group of Craft sessions begins
this week at the Hilltop Craft Center.

Thursday March 6
Last day for registration for MUAB's
Art Show to be held March 15.
Sculpture. photography, mobiles, paintings welcome. MUAB office.
Friday March 7 to Wednesday March 12
Graffiti Contest. Boards will be in the

Friday. March 14
"Beau Geste•", MUAB Movie. 10i
Nutting Hall. 7:00 & 9.30 p.m.
Saturday. March 15
"Great Expectations- MUAB Mosit100 Nutting Hall 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Sunday. March /6
"A Case of Suicide and Merty
Killers", Contemporary Film Series. 2
p.m. Bangor Roon.
Monday. March 17
"Fantastic Voyage" Science Fiction I
Film, 100 Nutting Hall ':00 & 9:30 p.m.

PERFORMING ARTS
March .5-8
"The Lion in Winter".
Repertory Theatre. Bangor

Acadia

March 11-15
"Major Barbara". A play by G.B.
Shaw. Maine Masque. Hauck Auditorium 8:15 p.m.

Saturday. March 8
Concert & Dance. Memorial Gym •
12-12

Tuesday March 11
UMO Band Concert, 8:15 Memorial
Gym. Fred Heath conductor. Robert
Modr. Guest Conductor, music of
German composers.

Friday. March 14
Downcast Chamber
p.m. Lord Hall.

Players. 8:15

Tuesday. March 18
10th Century Music Ensemble Huack
Auditorium 8:15 p.m.

F lett:.what vou get.
1 49-Step User Mcmtiry.You can wr tt.
and edit your ovAn programs without

software, without knowing a computer
language
2 86-Pre-Programmed Functions
and Operations
3 20-Addressable Memory Registers.
4 Digital Timer.
S HP's efficient RPN logic system
with *Memory Stk.
6. HP quality craftsmanship.

Monday. March 10
'Trie Day the Earth Stood Still",
Science Fiction 1 film, sponsored by the
Graduate Center. 100 Nutting Hall 1:00
& 9:30
Mexican Ceramics".
"Clay &
Sandwich Cinema. 12 noon, N. Lown
Room.

Thursday. March 11
"Ossessione". Italian Film Festival
100 Nutting Hall, 7:00 & 9:10 p.m.
"Tom Jones- IDB, 130 Little Hall
7:00 & 9:30

_Saturday March 15
Student Art Show, sponsored by
MUAB Memorial Union 10-4

Friday March 7
Colby Trio. 8:15 p.m. Lord Hall

$395.00 buys Hewlett-Packards
new HP-55 Programmable
Scientific at our place.

-Salt of the Earth" "Felicia.'
Women's Film Festival, I to 4 p.m
Bangor Room

Wednesday. March 1:
"Tom Jones". IDB 130 Little Hall.
':00 & 9:30 p.m.
-Potter's Wheel as a Tool & Pottery
Making" Sandwich Cinema. 12 noon.
N. Lown Room.

Monday. March 10
Photography Seminar "Improving
your Developing" 7 p.m. Bangor Room.

MUSI('

Come test the new HP-55 today See how
much performance $345 00 can buy
HEWLETT

PACKARD

ALSO:
New HP-21 Scientific Pocket
Calculator from Hewlett-Packard.
$125
The only calculator in its pnce range that gives you all basic log, trig and exponential functions.p/ms: rectangular polar conversions, full register arithmetic.
two trig operating modes, full display formatting, and HP's error-saving RPN
logic system. Provides more power than the popular HP-35.

ARTS cl EXHIBITS
March exhibitions at Carnegit
Gallery will include paintings by
Micheal Lewis. In conjunction with the
Maine Arts Symposuim. March 3-5.
there is an exhibit of works by Artists of
Maine. Also to be shown this month out
etchings by Moishe Smith.
World War 1 Posters are on exhibit in

NOWA VA ILABLE
AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Think about it
(and save Me.)

The overnor's budget recommendation for the university, if implemented,
has devastating implications. If the
legislature adopts Longley's proposals
without change, there will be an actual
6.3 per cent decrease in state funding of
the university in the next two years.
We, as students, should realize that if
we ask the legislature for more funding
than the governor has suggested, it will
necessitate either a cutback in funding
for other programs or a tax increase.
Therefore, the question we must all face
now is, can we (the university) exist at
the level of state funding the governor
has recommended? Most university
officials have said that we cannot.
Beyond that, we should address
ourselves to the broader issue of how
much should students of the state
university be required to pay for their
education. In other words, what share of
the costs of their educations should
Maine students pay, and what share
should the state pay?
Clearly, if we ask students to pay
more than they are currently paying for
their education, then fewer students will
be able to afford a Maine education. But
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if we continue to e
enrollment within the uni er
sys m,
the quality of programs may drop as
money gets tighter and tighter.
These are serious questions of
university policy that all students should
discuss, debate, and take a stand on.
We urge all UM students with strong
feelings on this matter to use the list in
this ad and write their legislators.
Simply address your letters to the name
of your local lawmaker, in care of the
State House, Augusta, Maine 04430.
Gov. James B. LOngley will address
the General Student Senate meeting
tonight in 137 Bennett Hall at 6:30 p.m.
The public is welcome, however, all
seats are on a first-come first-serve
basis.
For anyone that can't make the
meeting, or can't get into it if it's
crowded, we hope you will be sure
to listen to VVMEB's live broadcast
beginning just prior to the 6:30 meeting.
VVMEB will also air a special half-hour
program Wednesday night dealing with
the meeting and some reaction from
students and legislators.
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